
CE "Ukrainian energy exchange" on November 15, 2017 at 11:00 
conducts the electronic exchange trading № GAS-151117 for the sale of natural gas 

  
TOV " MET Ukraine"proposes to realize on electronic exchange trading natural gas according to GTS quality Code the total volume 3 mln.cub.m, resource which is stored in 

the underground gas storage facilities of PJSC "Ukrtransgas" in the following  lots:  

Position 
№ 

Product 

1 lot 
amount 

Quantity 
of lots 

Starting 
price per 
thousand 

cub. m 
(with VAT) 

Starting cost 
per one lot 
(with VAT) 

Total 
amount 

Total cost 
(with VAT) 

Terms of transport 
Time of 
delivery 

Terms of delivery 

thousand 
cub. m 

units UAH UAH 
thousand 

cub. m 
UAH 

1 

Natural gas 
(resource 

which is stored 
in the 

underground 
gas storage 

facilities of PJSC 
"Ukrtransgas") 

100 30 8 350,00 835 000,00 3 000 25 050 000,00 

transmission of 
natural gas in 

underground storage 
facilities of PJSC 
"Ukrtransgas" 

17.11.2017 - 
30.11.2017  

Underground gas 
storage facilities of 
PJSC "Ukrtransgas" 

Total 3 000 25 050 000,00  

 

Payment terms: 100% advanced payment till 15:00 16.11.2017 
 
Auxiliary conditions: The supply of gas is carried out by the Seller only on condition that the Buyer (as the subject ofnatural gas market acquiring the ownership of natural 
gas stored in gas storage facilities) complies with the following requirements: 
i. Buyer has a contract concluded with PJSC "Ukrtransgas" for the storage (injection, pumpdown) of natural gas valid on the date of delivery 
ii. Buyer has available (on the day of conclusion of the Agreement and the Delivery Date) the distributed capacity of gas storage facility in accordance with the valid storage 
contract (injection, pumpdown) of natural gas concluded with PJSC "Ukrtransgas". 
The Seller confirms that: 
i. The Seller has the contract of storage (injection, pumpdown) of natural gas concluded with the PJSC "Ukrtransgas" is valid on the date of delivery - namely, the contract 
No. 1709000442 date September 26, 2017. 
ii. The Seller (available on the Delivery Date) has an appropriate volume of gas in the gas storage facilities in accordance with the actual storage contract (injection, 
pumpdown) of natural gas concluded with PJSC "Ukrtransgas"; and 
iii. The Seller has no debts (on the Delivery Date) for the payment of actually provided services for the injection, storage or pumpdown of natural gas under a valid storage 
contract (injection, pumpdown) of natural gas concluded with PJSC "Ukrtransgas". 
 
 
 



Seller’s requisites 
 

 

Name: TOV " MET Ukraine" 

Address 01001, Kyiv, Sportyvna Square 1 

INN 406814226554 

EDRPOU 40681421 

Operating account № 26004536943 

Bank name JSC "Raiffeisen Bank Aval" 

MFO 380805 

Telephone (044) 394-58-33, (067) 444-23-24 

Director Vadym Onyschenko 

Contact person Kostiantyn Boiko 


